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Abstract 21 

Estimation of the true prevalence of infected individuals involves the application of a 22 

diagnostic test to a population and adjusting according to test performance, sensitivity 23 

and specificity. Bayesian latent class analysis for the estimation of herd and animal-level 24 

true prevalence, has become increasingly used in veterinary epidemiology and is 25 

particularly useful in incorporating uncertainty and variability into analyses in a flexible 26 

framework. However, the approach has not yet been evaluated using simulated data 27 

where the true prevalence is known. Furthermore, using this approach, the within-herd 28 

true prevalence is often assumed to follow a beta distribution, the parameters of which 29 

may be modelled using hyperpriors to incorporate both uncertainty and variability 30 

associated with this parameter. Recently however, the authors of the current study 31 

highlighted a potential issue with this approach, in particular, with fitting the 32 

distributions and a tendency for the resulting distribution to invert and become 33 

clustered at zero. Therefore, the objective of the present study was to evaluate 34 

commonly specified models using simulated datasets where the herd-level true 35 

prevalence was known. The specific purpose was to compare findings from models 36 

using hyperpriors to those using a simple beta distribution to model within-herd 37 

prevalence. A second objective was to investigate sources of error by varying 38 

characteristics of the simulated dataset. Mycobacterium avium subspecies 39 

paratuberculosis infection was used as an example for the baseline dataset. Data were 40 

simulated for 1000 herds across a range of herd-level true prevalence scenarios, and 41 

models were fitted using priors from recently published studies. The results 42 

demonstrated poor performance of these latent class models for diseases characterised 43 

by poor diagnostic test sensitivity and low within-herd true prevalence. All variations of 44 

the model appeared to be sensitive to the prior and tended to overestimate herd-level 45 



true prevalence. Estimates were substantially improved in different infection scenarios 46 

by increasing test sensitivity and within-herd true prevalence. The results of this study 47 

raise questions about the accuracy of published estimates for the herd-level true 48 

prevalence of paratuberculosis based on serological testing, using latent class analysis. 49 

This study highlights the importance of conducting more rigorous sensitivity analyses 50 

than have been carried out in previous analyses published to date.   51 

 52 

1. Introduction 53 

Prevalence is an important measurement of disease (or infection) occurrence. 54 

Estimation of the true prevalence (PT) within a population involves the application of a 55 

diagnostic test to calculate apparent prevalence (PA) and adjusting according to test 56 

performance, sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) (Rogan and Gladen, 1978). 57 

However, there is often uncertainty regarding Se and Sp, and published values may 58 

vary. Much of this variation can be attributed to differences among reference 59 

populations and sampling strategies that have been used for the test validation 60 

procedure (Greiner and Gardner, 2000). In addition, Se and Sp may vary according stage 61 

of infection (Nielsen and Toft, 2008), prevalence (Brenner and Gefeller, 1997) and 62 

between herds (Greiner and Gardner, 2000). It may therefore be unreasonable to 63 

assume a fixed, constant, Se and Sp over different populations (Berkvens et al., 2006). 64 

Consequently, the relationship between PT and PA can also be expected to vary between 65 

populations.   66 

 67 

The use of Bayesian latent class analysis for the estimation of herd (HTP) and animal-68 

level (ATP) true prevalence has become increasingly frequent in veterinary 69 

epidemiology (Branscum et al., 2004). Using this approach, all parameters are 70 



considered random variables that can be modelled using probability distributions. 71 

Uncertainty and variability associated with estimates of test Se and Sp may therefore be 72 

incorporated in the analysis. The resulting Bayesian posterior probability distribution 73 

will provide inference on prevalence estimates, conditional on both currently observed 74 

data and previous knowledge regarding the prevalence of infection.  75 

 76 

To date, many of the studies that have estimated HTP using Bayesian latent class 77 

analysis have examined cross sectional test data using models proposed by Hanson et 78 

al. (2003). Using this approach, the number of animals testing positive in each herd is a 79 

function of the within-herd ATP, and the performance of the test. However, to the 80 

authors’ knowledge this approach has not yet been evaluated using simulated data for 81 

which the HTP is known and this is a fundamental step to assess model performance 82 

when no gold standard is available.  83 

 84 

Furthermore, using this approach, the ATP within infected herds is assumed to follow a 85 

beta distribution, the parameters of which are estimated from hyperpriors. This method 86 

aims to account for both the uncertainty and variability in within-herd ATP between 87 

herds (Hanson et al., 2003). Hyperpriors are fitted as beta (μ) and gamma (ψ) 88 

distributions to model within-herd ATP in the form Beta (μψ, ψ(1-μ)) (Hanson et al., 89 

2003). However, McAloon et al. (2016) reported a potential issue when using 90 

hyperpriors to estimate HTP of paratuberculosis in Irish dairy herds. This related to 91 

issues fitting the hyperprior, and a tendency for the resulting beta distribution to invert 92 

and become clustered at zero, which is counterintuitive given that it is used to model 93 

true prevalence within infected herds, i.e. when prevalence is > 0 by definition. The 94 

authors in that study therefore opted to use a simple beta distribution to model within-95 



herd true prevalence which incorporated both the uncertainty and the variability 96 

associated with the parameter, assuming an average within-herd ATP distribution over 97 

all herds. More recently, other authors have used a logit-normal distribution to model 98 

within-herd ATP of digital dermatitis infection in dairy cattle (Yang et al., 2017). 99 

 100 

The consequences of using one approach to model within-herd ATP over another is not 101 

clear since HTP remains unknown. However, testing each method against simulated 102 

data with a known and fixed HTP would facilitate comparison of these methods whilst 103 

also providing an evaluation of the overall method. The first objective of this study 104 

therefore was to evaluate a Bayesian latent class analysis model for the estimation of 105 

HTP, using simulated datasets over a range of known HTPs and to compare findings 106 

from models using beta hyperpriors, logit-normal hyperpriors and those using a simple 107 

beta distribution to model within-herd ATP. Model inputs for the base model were 108 

based on estimation of paratuberculosis HTP as an example. Paratuberculosis infection 109 

is characterised by a poor test Se and generally low within-herd ATP. The second study 110 

objective was to investigate how different infection characteristics and test 111 

performance influence the accuracy of the model by increasing Se and within-herd ATP 112 

in the simulated datasets and in the priors for the corresponding estimating models. 113 

 114 
2. Materials and Methods 115 

2.1. Study population – data simulation 116 

Table 1 shows the list of abbreviations used in the manuscript. Diagnostic test data 117 

were simulated for a range of known or actual HTP (aHTP), i.e. the proportion of herds 118 

with 1 or more infected cows. At each aHTP, data were simulated for 1000 herds as 119 

follows. The number of animals in each herd was drawn from a gamma distribution 120 



(rounded to the nearest integer) which had been fitted to herd sizes from an earlier 121 

study (McAloon et al., 2016) using the “fitdistrplus” package in R (R Core Team, 2015), 122 

and each herd size was rounded to the nearest integer. The number of animals testing 123 

positive from each herd was then simulated with the following model; 124 

Nposi ~ Binomial (PAi, herdsizei) 125 

PAi = Se x ATPi + (1-Sp) x (1-ATPi) 126 

ATPi = HTPi x CWHPi 127 

HTPi ~ Bernoulli (aHTP) 128 

CWHPi ~ Beta(alphaCWHP, betaCWHP) 129 

Se ~ Beta(alphaSe, betaSe) 130 

Sp ~ Beta(alphaSp, betaSp) 131 

Herdsizei ~ Gamma(S1, S2) 132 

Where Nposi was the number of test positive animals in the i-th herd; Nposi was drawn 133 

from a binomial distribution with a probability equal to the within-herd PAi, and n trials 134 

equal to the herdsizei; PA was determined by the ATP in the i-th herd, and the test Se 135 

and Sp. Herdsizei was drawn from a gamma distribution rounded to the nearest integer. 136 

ATP was a combination of the HTP and the Conditional Within-Herd Prevalence 137 

(CWHP), defined as the within-herd ATP conditional on the herd being infected, i.e. 138 

when HTP > 0. HTP for the i-th herd was drawn from a Bernoulli distribution with a 139 

probability equal to the ‘actual HTP’ (aHTP). In the first instance, datasets were 140 

simulated across 3 different HTP scenarios: low HTP, with aHTPs of 0.10, 0.20, 0.30 and 141 

0.40; medium HTP with aHTPs of 0.35, 0.45, 0.55 and 0.65; and high HTP, with aHTPs of 142 

0.60, 0.70, 0.80 and 0.90. The use of these different HTP scenarios facilitated the use of 143 

low, medium and high priors to be used in the estimating model.  144 

 145 



Datasets were simulated for a CWHP beta distribution with a mode of 0.05, and a 95th 146 

percentile of 0.15. Parameters of the input distributions are shown in Table 2 and R-147 

code for the simulation of the datasets is provided as Supplementary Material 1. 148 

2.2. Prevalence estimation 149 

The estimated Herd-level True Prevalence (eHTP) was then found using Bayesian latent 150 

class analysis from these datasets. The model had the following model structure; 151 

Nposi ~ binomial (PAi, herdsizei) 152 

PAi = Se x ATPi + (1-Sp) x (1-ATPi) 153 

ATPi = HTPi x CWHPi 154 

HTPi ~ Bernoulli (eHTP) 155 

Se ~ beta(alphaSe, betaSe) 156 

Sp ~ beta(alphaSp, betaSp)  157 

CWHP was modelled in four different ways to compare the outcomes. The first model, 158 

represented as BETA, used a simple beta prior distribution (McAloon et al., 2016) 159 

whereas the second and third used beta hyperpriors from recently published studies, 160 

called BETA-HYP1 (Verdugo et al., 2015) and BETA-HYP2 (Pozzato et al., 2011). These 161 

distributions were in the form; Beta (μψ, ψ(1-μ)) where μ is a beta distribution used to 162 

model the mean CWHP and ψ is a gamma distribution used to model the variation 163 

between herds. In this model structure, the degree of variation between herds is 164 

inversely proportional to ψ (Hanson et al., 2003); that is, with higher values of ψ, herds 165 

will have more similar CWHP.  166 

 167 

Although BETA-HYP1 and BETA-HYP2 were both originally used as priors to estimate 168 

the prevalence of paratuberculosis, they were chosen to reflect the knowledge available 169 

on those specific populations at a specific time. For this study, they were chosen as they 170 



were relevant to paratuberculosis characteristics i.e. representing low CWHP, however, 171 

they also represented two variations of CWHP: one in which the prior for mean CWHP 172 

was quite precise, with moderate variation between herds (Verdugo et al., 2015) and 173 

the second in which the prior for mean CWHP was imprecise with a greater level of 174 

between-herd variation, i.e. with a higher mean ψ (15.8; Pozatto et al., 2011). The fourth 175 

model used a logit-normal distribution in the form logit(CWHPi) = β + αi, where β is the 176 

logit-mean CWHP and αi is a herd-level random effect modelled as a normal distribution 177 

with a mean of 0 and precision τ. This model structure was designated LOGIT-N. The 178 

form of each method is shown below and model priors are shown in Table 2.  179 

 180 

Model - BETA 181 

CWHPi ~ beta(alpha, beta) 182 

 183 

Model - BETA-HYP1/BETA-HYP2 184 

CWHPi ~ beta(μiψi, ψi(1-μi)) 185 

μi ~ beta(alpha, beta) 186 

ψi ~ gamma(S1,S2) 187 

 188 

Model – LOGIT-N 189 

logit(CWHPi) = β + αi 190 

αi ~ norm(0, 1/ τ) 191 

 192 

2.3. Sensitivity analysis 193 

Sensitivity analysis was conducted by simulating and analysing a number of scenarios.  194 

2.3.1.  eHTP prior 195 



In each case, aHTPs were simulated across 3 different HTP scenarios (low, medium and 196 

high) as described above. For each of these scenarios, two different eHTP priors were 197 

trialled: firstly, a uniform beta(1,1) distribution was used as the prior for eHTP. Next, a 198 

beta prior which corresponded to the HTP scenario being simulated was also trialled. In 199 

the low HTP scenario, a beta prior with a mode of 0.25 was used, in the medium HTP 200 

scenario, a beta prior with a mode of 0.50 was used, and in the high HTP scenario a beta 201 

prior with a mode of 0.75 was used (Table 2).  202 

 203 

2.3.2.  CWHP simulation method 204 

In the base dataset, CWHP was simulated using a simple beta distribution. To assess the 205 

sensitivity of this method to the method used to simulate the data, alternative datasets 206 

were simulated in which CWHP was modelled using exactly the same model structure 207 

and inputs as the analytical model used for the estimation. For example, when assessing 208 

the accuracy of BETA-HYP1, this model was trialled on a dataset in which CWHP was 209 

simulated using a simple beta distribution, and a second dataset in which CWHP was 210 

modelled using the same model structure as the analytical model. In each case μ and ψ 211 

were specified as distributions for the overall population. The CWHP for the i-th herd 212 

was then simulated by first drawing separately from these two distributions. These 213 

drawn values were used to generate parameters for a beta distribution, from which a 214 

single value was simulated as the CWHP of the herd. The datasets generated using the 215 

simple beta distribution and the dataset simulated according to the form of the 216 

estimating model were designated “Simple” and “Model Form” datasets respectively. 217 

The same approach was taken for BETA-HYP2 and LOGIT-N. 218 

2.3.3.  Test and disease characteristics 219 



For the second objective, we investigated how the accuracy of the prevalence estimates 220 

changed according to CWHP and test performance. The steps above were repeated 221 

under alternative infection scenarios with medium (mode, 0.5, 95% less than 0.6) and 222 

high (mode 0.8, 95% greater than 0.7) test Se; and for medium and high CWHP. For the 223 

CWHP sensitivity analysis, the distributions dictating the variability between herds, i.e. 224 

the gamma components for BETA-HYP1, BETA-HYP2 and LOGIT-N, were maintained 225 

from the base model, and only the parameters dictating the mean of the overall 226 

distribution were varied, i.e. the beta distributions for BETA-HYP1 and BETA-HYP2 and 227 

the normal distribution for LOGIT-N (Table 2). 228 

 229 

Models were implemented in WinBUGS 4.3.1 (Lunn et al., 2000) with the first 5,000 230 

iterations discarded as burn in and 15,000 iterations used for posterior inference. 231 

Convergence was assessed by visual inspection of the time series trace plots and by 232 

running multiple (n = 3) chains from different starting values. In all cases, chains 233 

reached stationary distributions within 5,000 iterations. A number of models were also 234 

run for 100,000 iterations check for identifiability issues. 235 

 236 
3. Results 237 

Figure 1 shows the distributions of CWHP simulated from each of the model structures. 238 

BETA-HYP2 in particular demonstrates significant clustering at zero as occurs when the 239 

alpha parameter of the beta distribution is <1. 240 

 241 

Figure 2 plots the range of aHTP against the estimated HTP (eHTP) for low, medium and 242 

high HTP scenarios. Four main conclusions can be drawn from these figures: 1, in 243 

general, models were poor at estimating aHTP; 2. this estimation was not substantially 244 



improved by varying the method used to model CWHP in the analytical model; 3, using 245 

exactly the same model structure to simulate CWHP as that used for the analytical 246 

model did not improve estimates, in fact, in many cases it appeared to make the 247 

estimates worse; and 4, the estimates tended to be quite sensitive to the HTP prior used, 248 

particularly with high HTPs. In the low HTP scenario, all the models tended to 249 

overestimate HTP, with the exception of the BETA model which underestimated 250 

prevalence for HTPs of 0.3 and 0.4, regardless of the prior used. Similarly, in the 251 

medium HTP scenario, all models with the exception of the BETA model overestimated 252 

HTP. In the high HTP scenario, estimates tended to cluster close to the HTP prior when 253 

this was used, leading to overestimation of lower HTPs and under estimation of the 0.8 254 

and 0.9 HTPs. 255 

 256 

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of varying the diagnostic test to medium and high Se 257 

respectively. In general, accuracy of estimates are improved considerably with 258 

increasing Se across all of the methods used to model CWHP. Both figures show 259 

substantially improved HTP estimates and a much-reduced sensitivity to the prior for 260 

HTP. Overall, there is still a tendency for models to overestimate HTP, particularly 261 

models BETA-HYP1 and BETA-HYP2 and this tendency is reduced as test Se is 262 

increased. The accuracy of the models are substantially improved at higher aHTPs, 263 

particularly in the simple dataset. In contrast to the base model, there appears to be a 264 

small improvement in using the same model structure for the simulation. 265 

Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of increasing CWHP on the accuracy of the model. In 266 

general, estimates were improved relative to the base scenario. However, in the 267 

medium CWHP scenario, some large positive deviations in eHTP relative to aHTP may 268 

be observed. This appears to be particularly evident at low aHTPs in the BETA-HYP2 269 



model and in the model form scenarios, which could be related to the fact that the 270 

CWHP distributions used to model this scenario include a large amount of between-271 

herd variability in CWHP. 272 

 273 

4. Discussion 274 

The use of simulated data to assess and compare the effectiveness of mathematical 275 

models is a useful method of model evaluation that is commonly used within the field of 276 

genetics (Stephens and Donnelly, 2003; Wilson and Rannala, 2003; Faubet et al., 2007)) 277 

and has gained increasing popularity with the field of veterinary epidemiology 278 

(Denwood et al., 2010; Singleton and Breheny, 2016). Similarly, in veterinary 279 

epidemiology, the use of Bayesian models to estimate prevalence has also increased in 280 

recent years and is often used to estimate the prevalence of paratuberculosis, because 281 

of uncertainty around the performance of diagnostic tests (Liapi et al., 2011; Pozzato et 282 

al., 2011; Verdugo et al., 2015; McAloon et al., 2016). However, to the authors’ 283 

knowledge this is the first study that has used simulated data to evaluate the overall 284 

accuracy of Bayesian latent class analysis for the estimation of HTP, and to evaluate the 285 

effect of varying components within the model, for example the use of hyperpriors for 286 

modelling CWHP.  287 

 288 

This study raises substantive concerns about the effectiveness of conventional Bayesian 289 

latent models to estimate paratuberculosis HTP and this may apply to other infections 290 

or diseases with similar diagnostic test characteristics and where within-herd 291 

prevalence is often very low. Irrespective of the method used to model CWHP, our 292 

models tend to overestimate HTP. The HYP1, HYP2 and LOGIT-N models produced 293 

estimates with larger probability intervals, whereas the BETA model produced median 294 



values that were closer to aHTP, but with much narrower probability intervals. There 295 

was little difference between the two hyperprior methods of modelling CWHP, however, 296 

HYP2 tended to produce less predictable estimates in response to increasing aHTP in 297 

comparison to HYP1 (Figure 5). 298 

 299 

Importantly, when used in the paratuberculosis scenario, all models appeared to be 300 

overly sensitive to the prior used for HTP, particularly when a high HTP prior was used. 301 

Interestingly, in the worked example in Branscum (2004), we note that the median and 302 

95th percentile of the posterior estimate for HTP (0.58, 0.83 respectively) were also 303 

notably close to the median and 95th percentile from the prior distribution (0.59, 0.85 304 

respectively). Similarly, in published examples of the method, Pozatto (2012) found that 305 

the HTP (median, 95% credible intervals) in 2 regions in Italy was 0.70, 0.50-0.87 and 306 

0.71, 0.54 – 0.87, whilst the prior distribution used for HTP in this study was 0.69, 0.50-307 

0.84. Liapi et al., (2011) used a prior of 0.65 with a 5th percentile of 0.40 and found a 308 

posterior estimate of 0.61 and 0.42 respectively. In Bayesian analyses, when posterior 309 

estimates closely reflect prior distributions, there is cause for concern that the data are 310 

having little impact on the results, which suggests models may not be appropriately 311 

specified. A greater difference between prior and posterior estimates was found in 312 

Verdugo et al. (2015) who reported posterior estimates for HTP of 0.92 (0.87-0.96), 313 

0.78 (0.74-0.83) and 0.75 (0.71-0.78) with a prior of 0.86 (0.59 – 0.95), however this 314 

model used a different approach which allowed for an age-specific sensitivity for each 315 

animal which were higher than the Se estimates used in other analyses. This study was 316 

based on a larger sample size, however, our analyses have shown that the problems 317 

identified with this method cannot be overcome by increasing sample size (data not 318 

shown). 319 



 320 

Figures 5 and 6 show large deviations of eHTP relative to aHTP at specific aHTP values, 321 

for example in the BETA-HYP2 model on the Model Form dataset, under the low HTP 322 

scenario (Figure 5). In these cases, the posterior distribution for eHTP was very high 323 

relative to the aHTP, whereas the posterior estimate for Se was very low, approaching 324 

zero. Repeat analysis with multiple chains showed stability of separate chains at two 325 

different parameter spaces suggesting a problem with model identifiability. These 326 

issues were not resolved by running the model for more (n=100,000) iterations or by 327 

reducing the uncertainty around the Se prior but could be ‘fixed’ by varying the initial 328 

starting values. In practice it may not be possible to know what the ‘true’ model is, 329 

therefore for future studies, it is particularly important that multiple chains are run 330 

from a variety of initial values, to check for identifiability issues. In addition, 331 

examination and reporting of the posterior distributions for the rest of the parameters 332 

in the model is also recommended, including those parameters that are not specifically 333 

of interest. 334 

 335 

Studies using simulation to assess model accuracy often generate a reasonably large 336 

number of datasets from a particular model with particular parameters. Each of these 337 

datasets is analysed, and the results used to examine the performance of the estimation 338 

method. For example, Singleton et al. (2016) used simulated data to assess the utility of 339 

a non-linear hierarchical model applied to experimental infection data.  Three sample 340 

sizes were chosen, and 5,000 datasets generated for each set of parameters with each 341 

dataset analysed by the proposed model. In the case of our study, the outcome of 342 

interest at each aHTP was a known point prevalence which would not change if 343 

additional datasets were generated. For each aHTP however, 1,000 herds were 344 



simulated for each set of parameter values, representing the replicated datasets to 345 

assess the method. 346 

 347 

The use of hyperpriors to model within-herd ATP is commonly advocated in the use of 348 

latent class estimation of HTP. Using this method, hyperpriors are fitted as beta (μ) and 349 

gamma (ψ) distributions to model within-herd ATP in the form Beta (μψ, ψ(1-μ)) 350 

(Hanson et al., 2003).  The potential advantage of this method is that it facilitates the 351 

incorporation of both uncertainty regarding the parameter as well as the between-herd 352 

variability. The distributions are fitted through the elicitation of expert opinion, who are 353 

asked to specify the mean and confidence intervals of the within-herd ATP across herds, 354 

which is fitted as a beta distribution (μ). Then, conditional on the mean, experts are 355 

asked to specify the value below which they are 95% sure that 90% of the within-herd 356 

ATP are below. These values are then used to fit the gamma distribution (ψ). However, 357 

whilst this method has obvious theoretical advantages, we argue that the data required 358 

from expert elicitation may be restrictively complex. Furthermore, McAloon et al. 359 

(2016) highlighted inconsistencies in published literature between values elicited from 360 

experts and those same percentiles based on simulation of the hyperprior distributions. 361 

Finally, given that within this method, distributions are fitted conditional on a mean, 362 

rather than mode, the distribution often becomes inverted, and very often the median 363 

prevalence within infected herds may be less than 0.01. This is potentially problematic 364 

with small to medium herd sizes as herds may be deemed infected yet have less than 1 365 

infected cow in the herd. We hypothesised that this may result in overestimation of 366 

HTP. The present study seems to suggest that the use of beta hyperpriors does appear 367 

to overestimate the HTP more so than the BETA or LOGIT-N models. This 368 



overestimation is particularly evident with priors that incorporate increased variability 369 

in CWP, for example the BETA-HYP1 model.  370 

 371 

A possible explanation for this finding is that this method fits the 90th percentile 372 

conditional on a fixed mean. However, given a beta distribution with a fixed mean, 373 

increasing the variance in order to increase the 90th percentile leads to a shift in the 374 

median in the opposite direction creating an increasing skewed distribution. If the mean 375 

is low as is the case in paratuberculosis, the median moves very close to 0 as the alpha 376 

parameter becomes < 1. With very low CWHP, the probability of herds being infected 377 

with an AP of 0 increases potentially leading to this herd being “infected” across more 378 

iterations. In contrast, the LOGIT-N method, facilitates increased variation but still 379 

retains a distribution shape that is possibly more reflective of the likely distribution 380 

(Figure 1). However, the overall effect of this problem with the method of modelling 381 

CWHP was relatively minor when compared with the problems associated with the 382 

overall use of the model to estimate HTP of paratuberculosis, with relatively poor Se 383 

and low CWHP. Increasing the Se to 0.5 and 0.8 led to increases in the accuracy of the 384 

estimates. Similarly, increasing the mode of the distribution used to model mean CWHP 385 

to 0.3 and 0.7 also led to increased accuracy of the estimates and a decreased sensitivity 386 

to the HTP prior used, across all of the models used. Therefore, these models may be 387 

reasonably accurate when used to estimate prevalence for infections or diseases with 388 

poor Se or low CWHP but not when both of these are present. 389 

 390 

In addition, it is important to note that during the simulation stage of this study, the 391 

“design” aHTP used to generate the simulated dataset may have differed from the actual 392 

proportion of herds in the simulated dataset with one or more infected animals. This 393 



occurred because herds were first simulated as infected by drawing from a Bernoulli 394 

distribution with a probability equal to the aHTP. Within those herds deemed infected, 395 

the number of infected individuals was then drawn from a binomial distribution with a 396 

probability equal to CWHP drawn for that herd. However, with moderate herd sizes and 397 

low CWHP, the probability of drawing zero infected individuals in an “infected” herd is 398 

>0 and increases with decreasing CWHP. Within the low CWHP datasets, the difference 399 

between the design and actual datasets was greatest for the BETA-HYP1 and BETA-400 

HYP2 models compared to the BETA and LOGIT-N models, probably because of the 401 

greater tendency for this model structure to become clustered at zero. All of the models 402 

in general tended to overestimate aHTP, and aHTP may be an overestimate of the actual 403 

proportion of infected herds. 404 

 405 

5. Conclusion 406 

Our results suggest poor accuracy of commonly specified Bayesian latent class models 407 

for paratuberculosis herd-level true prevalence estimation. All variations of the model 408 

appeared to be sensitive to the prior and tended to overestimate herd-level true 409 

prevalence, raising questions about whether previous estimates of paratuberculosis 410 

HTP reported in the literature may be inaccurate. Estimates were substantially 411 

improved in different infection scenarios by increasing test sensitivity and within-herd 412 

true prevalence. This study highlights the importance of conducting more rigorous 413 

sensitivity analyses than have been carried out in previous analyses published to date. 414 

In addition, we advocate increased use of simulation as an initial stage in conducting 415 

future analyses and also suggest that new model methodologies be explored, to 416 

determine whether alternative approaches might perform better than conventional 417 

latent class models.  418 
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